Group-10 metal complexes of biological molecules and related ligands: structural and functional properties.
The complexes of group-10 metals, Ni, Pd, and Pt, with biological molecules and related ligands have been attracting increasing attention in recent years due to their reactivities and functions, such as catalysts and drugs, and their biological relevance. The well-defined structures and kinetic inertness especially of Pt complexes have been used as the sites for weak interactions with other molecules. The Ni complexes have been reported as models not only for Ni enzymes but also for other metalloenzyme active sites for deeper understanding of the reactivities such as oxygen activations and detailed electronic structures. Pd Complexes are widely known for their catalytic activities in conversions of various organic molecules including useful biological molecules, such as Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling, while Pt complexes have been intensively studied for their antitumor activities. We focus in this review on our recent results on weak interactions and reactivities of the group-10 metal complexes with biological molecules and related compounds, and discuss their structural features and some new properties pointing to functional possibilities.